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A Monster Calls: how useful
is its PG classification?
The recently released movie A Monster
Calls is by all accounts a well made and
enjoyable film - but for an age-appropriate
audience. ACCM’s reviewer told us, “I
highly recommend this film. However it is
very emotionally intense and upsetting at
times”.
The film was given a PG by the Australian
Classification Board with the guidelines,
“Mild themes and violence. Some scenes
may scare children”.
ACCM’s Know Before You Go review gives
this advice for parents “Not recommended
under 13, parental guidance recommended
13 to 15 due to intense themes and disturbing scenes.”
The supporting reasons for ACCM’s advice include:
• scenes of school yard bullying
Conor is pushed and falls, with his face
slamming into the ground. He is also
kicked, has his hand stamped on and his face
slapped. He is constantly taunted. Eventually he retaliates, repeatedly punching his
tormentor. Later we hear that Conor’s attack had put the boy in hospital.
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next to his mother’s bed. Conor climbs into
bed with her and she dies while being held
by him.
Some might consider that such themes are
hardly “mild” and that the film deserved
an M classification. The film certainly
has very strong content for a PG, and this
is concerning when so many take PG as
meaning “OK for the kids”.
The film’s classification is a classic example of why Australia needs an age-based
classification system. A classification of 12
as given by both the British and the Netherlands systems is a far more satisfactory
guide to age-appropriateness.
Fine films like A Monster Calls deserve to be
seen at the right age.

Concerns over Netflix suicide
series
A study examining US Google search data
after the release of the Netflix series 13 Reasons Why has found suicide-related queries
increased by nearly 20 per cent.

The Netflix series features a high school
student who takes her own life and leaves
behind audio tapes which suggest that
some of her peers are in some way responsible. According to a report on the ABC
website, the series was blamed for an increased number of calls to helplines in
Australia following its release earlier this
year.
Now a US study published in the American Medical Association’s journal, JAMA
Internal Medicine, has found that Google
fielded up to 1.5 million more suicide-related searches than would normally be
expected in the 19 days after the show’s
release.
The team behind the show are reported to
have said that they wanted to raise awareness of the issues and provide an authentic
picture of the struggles that young people
faced at school. However, the study’s lead
author Dr John Ayers from the Graduate
School of Public Health at San Diego State
University said that most of the queries involved suicidal ideation - people searching
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• scary transformations
A giant yew tree transforms into a monster, its roots breaking out of the ground
and transforming into legs. Its eyes are
like burning coals with yellow slits for pupils. The arrival of the monster is preceded
by strange occurrences including violent
windstorms. Some scenes depict the monster inflicting destruction such as ripping a
section of a house from its foundations and
hurling it through the air, or crushing train
lines as it walks. In one scene tree roots
grow out of the monster’s head and fingers,
and wrap themselves around Conor’s face
and body.
• and the underpinning theme of the
death of Conor’s mother from cancer
A distressing scene shows Conor’s dying
mother sitting on a bed, emaciated and
bald. Later we see Conor standing crying
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Debate rages as whether there is such a condition
as “screen addiction”. Some call it “problematic
internet use “ or PIU. Whatever the names, there
is a problem, and people are calling for help.
And especially when it comes to getting their
young children off screens.
Well known parenting adviser Justin Coulson
has said that for some “the addiction properties
of screens are greater than those of heroin “.
omny.fm/shows/lu-and-matt/dr-justin-kidsaddicted-to-screens
Screens are having this effect on parents as well
as children. Dr Coulson said “The designers of
games are always trying to find ways to keep us
glued to screens”.
He recommends that parents of young children
use the opportunities they have while young, to
guide their children’s use of screens carefully.
He thinks there is a case for minimising children
under 12’s use of screens. “with older children”,
he says, “parents need to have conversations
about how they can be used …. it’s a constant
dance – review, revise, and remind“
Huu Kim Le, Adelaide-based child and adolescent
psychiatrist and game researcher talks about this
aspect of screens too. At a recent Generation Next
conference in Adelaide he said that the first thing
we need to remember is that internet games and
apps are designed to grab our attention. He is
an advocate of parents immersing their children
in the real world from an early age, and finding
stimulation and satisfaction there.

magazine, there are no stopping
cues. The news just rolls on
forever.”
There’s much we don’t know
about the impact of internet
apps and games on the young.
But there’s a lot to be said for
making time that’s without
technology , and making sure we
and our children have that.

Barbara Biggins
OAM
Hon CEO

How do we keep screens in their place?
One suggestion I read was to
“choose something you have to do every
day, like eating dinner. If you commit to
keeping this time screen-free, it’s hard at first
and there’s a withdrawal period. But those
who try it eventually say their dinnertime
conversations are richer and they feel better
for the absence of screens, and it can spread to
other parts of their lives”.
Alan Alter’s advice is
“find more time to be in natural environments,
to sit face to face with someone in a long
conversation without any technology in the
room. There should be times of the day where
it looks like the 1950s or where you are sitting
in a room and you can’t tell what era you
are in. You shouldn’t always be looking at
screens.”
References, readings and resources
•

www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJ7A74Vx7YE

•
•

Alan Alter, author of a recent book on addictive
technology, says that it’s the absence of “stopping
cues,” that enables endless screening. He writes
“With most media today, unlike a newspaper or

•

Alter, Alan (2017) Irresistible: the rise of
addictive technology and the business of keeping
us hooked. Penguin Press
Coulson, J www.happyfamilies.com.au
Dreifus, Claudia Why we can’t look away from
our screens: an interview with Alan Alter
New York Times March 6, 2017
Network for Internet Investigation and Research
(NIIRA) www.niira.org.au
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for ways to kill themselves - rather than ways
to prevent it. It appeared that in some cases the
series had been presenting this content to people
who already have suicidal thoughts.
The authors suggested that World Health Organisation media guidelines for preventing suicide
should be followed, including removing scenes
showing suicide and providing suicide hotline
numbers in each episode.
Speaking to the ABC, Dr Fincina Hopgood, a
lecturer in screen studies at the University of
New England in NSW and an expert on the representation of mental illness in film said that she
felt that the makers of the program were “very
cavalier in their approach to adapting the novel to the screen”. She feels that “screen media
has the potential to open up really healthy and

important discussions about mental health.”
However, the new media environment did not
enable controls over binge watching of such content or necessarily provide messages of where to
go for help.
She said that it was time to think about bringing
together mental health policy and broadcasting
regulations to help protect vulnerable viewers –
in this case those who are are “particularly susceptible to feeling overwhelmed by these sorts of
images”.
www.abc.net.au/news/2017-08-01/onlinesearches-for-suicide-rose-after-13-reasonswhy-release/8763046
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AJEC Research Symposium:
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Age of initiation and internet gaming
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WORLD NEWS
Parents disagree on “sharenting”

According to the annual Communications
Market Report by the UK’s communications watchdog, Ofcom, British parents are
divided about whether it is right to post
photos of one’s children to social media.
Ofcom reported that 56% of parents it surveyed said they avoided what is known
as “sharenting”. Of these parents most
had concerns about the privacy of under
18 year olds, 70% do not think it is OK to
share images of others without permission,
36% strongly believed that personal photos
should be restricted to friends and followers and 50% think it is difficult to erase images from the net after posting.
Acording to BBC News, an Ofcom spokesperson said that there was good news, in
that over 80% of those who do share photos of their children feel confident about
restricting who can see those photos, often friends and family. Just over half of
the sharers said their children were happy
for photos and videos of themselves to be
online. However, only 15% had concerns
about what their children might think
about this when they grew up.
www.bbc.com/news/
technology-40804041

US study finds 50% of apps for
children fail to protect their data

According to the Washington Post, researchers from the US based Usable Security &
Privacy group at the International Computer Science Institute tested more than
5,000 of the most popular apps aimed at
children under 13 and found that half of
them were failing to protect data.
They reported that the apps they examined

appeared to regularly send potentially sensitive information—including device serial numbers, which are often paired with
location data, email addresses, and other
personally identifiable information—to
third-party advertisers.
This was occurring despite the fact that the
US Children’s Online Privacy Protection
Act (COPPA) prohibits website operators
and app developers from tracking or collecting personal data from children under
the age of 13.

The ASA will toughen rules on ads that
present activities as only appropriate for
one gender or another, or that mock people who do not conform to stereotypical
gender roles.
It will also strengthen rules on ads that
“body shame” young women after an outcry over a recent ad for a weight-loss product.
www.theguardian.com/media/2017/
jul/18/new-measures-announced-tocrack-down-on-sexist-adverts

The group have developed a website,
AppCensus, that shows the privacy behaviors of the apps that they have tested. They
hope that this website will highlight these
practices so that other developers take action and ask key stakeholders in government and industry to work together to ensure that the law is properly enforced.

Toy promotions have a powerful
influence on children

www.washingtonpost.com/news/theswitch/wp/2017/07/27/we-tested-appsfor-children-half-failed-to-protect-theirdata/?utm_term=.424641598b85

The study involved almost 1,000 Australian
children between the ages of five and nine,
who were offered a number of healthy and
unhealthy meal choices after watching a
movie trailer followed by a fast food advertisement or leisure activity. Some of the
meals came with a movie character toy and
some did not.

UK standards body plans to crack
down on sexist advertisements

New rules around gender stereotyping
are set to be introduced after a report by
the British Advertising Standards Authority (ASA), Depictions, perceptions and harm,
found that advertising affects people’s expectations of how others should look or
behave according to their gender.
The review examined gender stereotyping
across areas including body image, objectification, sexualisation, gender characteristics and roles, and mocking people for not
conforming to gender stereotypes.

New research from Cancer Council Victoria suggests that free giveaways, like movie
character toys, have a powerful influence
over what kids want to eat and can even
make them more likely to choose healthier
options, research.

Overall the study found that children were
more likely to choose fast food. But the
interest in healthy meals significantly increased when a toy was offered.
Dixon, H., et al 2017, Food marketing
with movie character toys: Effects
on young children’s preferences for
unhealthy and healthier fast food meals.
Appetite 117, 342–350
www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/pii/S019566631730171X

